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Introduction
Mc Taggart's proof that time is unreal has been al-

most unanimously critized, first of a1l- because several
steps of the reasoning have been denounced as fallacies,
but also because the conclusion it reaches is both hard tobefieve, and difficult to understand due to a loose use ofthe concept of rea11ty. In spite of these criticisms, McTaggart's argument remains, at least among Engllsh speak_ing philosophers, a paradigm organizing the Jet of qo"r_
tions which constitute the problem of time.

This surprising situation can be explained by thefact that the criticisms did not succeed in challenging
many subtle aspects of Mc Taggart's thought. on time, whicñ
thus keep their pov/er of fascination on the investiga_
tors (1).

Most criticisms bear in fact on a simplified version
of Mc Taggart's argument which may be sketched as follows:(i) Time involves change.
(ii) Change opens the possibillty of ascribing incompati_
b1e tensed predicates to one event.(ifi) The previous contradiction cannot be removed, sinceany attempt at such removal generates further steps in aninfinite regress of ascription of higher-order intompati_
ble tensed predicates.
(iv) Therefore, time is unreal.

This version of the argument does not contain some ofthe most important, however often implicit, features ofthe originaf statements,
In particular, it relies on the idea according. towhich ternporal assiqnment taking a tensed form (past, pre_

sent, future or PrNrF) are mere one-place predicates as_
cribed to an event. Even though Mc Taggart did not rufeout this possibility, and used it guite often in his ¡:ea_
soningi, he asserted that prN,F are 'ltiinately to be corlsi_dered as relations (2). eut a relation is a Lwo_place pre_
dicate, and the event only occupies one of its pla-es.
Which kind of entity could then occupy 

-tire 
second place in

such a relation? Mc Tag,Jart's answer is so stranSe-that it
\.{as usuaf 1y (with a fev/ exceptions which f shal-l discuss,
mainly in footnotes), not even considered. We shall_ studv
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this answer at lenght fater. and show that it brings outthe concept of an entity whi-ch both plays a role in tempo_raf refations, and cannot be referred tó: the rmissing now'.The analysis of this entity, which is the main theme ofthe present paper, will l_ead us to a renewed account of
the-metaphor of time-ffow. The involvement of the 'missingnow'_in may self-referentiaL situations wiIl appear to bethe key point enablj-ng one to go beyond the traditionaf
opposi-tion between a 'static' and a 'kinematic' view of
time.

The present study is entirely organized as a commentof the following sentence ,'Afl the three (present, past
and future) are predicable of each event (...)" (3). This
sentence contains two pieces of information: the first oneis the implicit assumption that past, present and future
can be considered (at least for the sake of simplification)
as predicates of events. The second one is the explicitassertlon that ar1 three incompatible determinations areto be predicated of one and the same event. These twoclaims wiIl be analyzed successivelV.
1 ) Temporal predication of events
a) Levefs of predication

The introductory point we shafl examine is the subtle
distinction that ordinary language maintains between tem_poral predicates: (is) present, past or future) on the onehand, and temporal copulas (has been, is, or will- be) onthe other hand, This distinction was explicitly dropped in
Mc Taggart' s early pape.r on time, ny lfre f oilowlng sen_tence: '(.,.) "has been" is only distinguished froñ "is"by being_.existence in the past and not in the present, and
"wilf be"_ is, only .distinguished from both by ieing exist-
ence in the future'. (4) The importance of the disÉinction
\^/as however emphasized by Broad (5 ), antj prior ( 6 ) . Thelatter argued that it is the systematic reduction of timecopulas to time predicates '(...)v¿hich generates each ofthe moves that leads us to a contradiction.' (7) The importance of the above-mentioned dlstinctlon may be apprecia_ted through careful analysis of the meaning of twá'simple
sentences:
(a) The event e is past
(b) The event e has been present

If we reduce the time_copulas to time predicates, (a)
and (b) become:
(u" ) " is past, or pe
(ar) is present in the past, or pNe
(P-standing for 'past' and N for tpresent' or 'now')The reduction can be carried on a step further by a_knowledging that'{...)the presentness of an event is just
the event-' (B). 'e' and 'e is present' are then equiva_lent. This equj-val-ence may be displayed in sentences (a)
and (b) by dropping the predicate N:
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(a2,br) e is past or Pe
Pe j-s the usual notation for both (a) and (b), since

in Prj-or's system (9) the predicate N is not used.
At this stager áoy difference between the two sen-

tences under consideration is lost. This difference is how
ever far from purely formaf. Rather, the possibility o?
complex tenses (such as past perfect and future perfect)
relies on it. Accordlng to Reichenbach (10) one nedds,
when clealing wj-th complex tensed sentences, to consider
both the time of utterance and the time from which the
event spoken of is directly referred to; the latter being
called 'point of reference'. More generalfy (11 ), one can
account for any tense of higher order than past perfect
and future perfect through a hierarchy of points of refer-
ence, of which the time of utterance ís a particular in-
stance. The construct-ion of the said hierarchy may be car-
ried out in the following way. The time from which the
event e spoken of is directly referred to is call.ed the
first-Ievel point of Reference Rt I I . The time from rvhich
R1¡;'s view of e is referred to, ié'tfre second-feve1 point
of reference R¡ 2 ¡. The time of utterance ls then the last-
fevef point of'réference R(n;. A difference between prior'
s account and the present one is that we proposed to re-
verse the hierarchy of points of reference. Prior indeed
considers the tlme of utterance as the first-fevel point
of reference, whereas the tir¡e from whichr e is directly
referred to 1s the last-feve1 point of reference. Our
choice is justified by the fact that R¡1 I can easily be
speclfied from simple interna] analysis of the cornplex-
tensed sentence under consideration, and is thus a conve-
nient departure point for building the hierarchy of points
of references. By contrast, the 'time of utterance' can
only be defined through a meta-reference to the sentence.
Indeed, each point of reference can a priori be associated
with an utterance, just in the same way as the point we
ca1led 'time of utterance' . What actuafly distinguishes
the 'time of utterance' from other points of referÁnce is
the fact that it is tlre time of utterance of the com-pl_e!_e
sentence itseff

Now, let us come back to sentences (a) and (b). In
(a), the only point of reference is the'time of utterance'
itseff. The event e is indeed directly referred to from
the time of utterance by being ascribed the characteristic
'past'. (b) on the other hand has two points of reference.
From the first one, R11)r e is ascribed the characteristic
'present', whereas trbm t¡re second one R12¡ which 1s the
time of utterance, R( I )'s view of e is located in Lhe past.

The symbolic wr\l'ing of any tensed sentence could at
least implicitly display the hierarchy of points of refer-
ence on which it is buitt, by proper introduction of quo-
tation marks. For instance, (al ) would remain p!, while



(bl) would become PrNer, to bring about the fact that in
(b), e is not referred to directly from the time of utter-
ance, but through a point of reference from which it is
present. AIlowing 'Ne' to be eguivalent to 'e' no more
leads to the disappear:ance of any difference between (al)
and (b1 ). IndeeC, the latter sentences transform into:
(a'2) Pe (b' 2 ) P'e'

The meta-description which includes the time of utter
ance into the hierarcny of points of reference can also be
denoted by further addition of guotation marks enclosingr
the previous tensed sentences:
( a' 3 ) N'Pe' or 'Pe' (bt3) NtPte" or tPtett

McTaggart did not igrnore completely the distinction
expressed by the quotation marks in (a2) and (b2'), even
though he did not bring out is uitimate consequences. The
concept of point of ref erence !,/as in fact partly jntroduced
in his 1927 treatise, where it bears the name 'moment':
"When we say that X has been Y, v/e are asserting X to be Y
at a moment of past time." (12)

Dropping the distinction, in simplified versions of
ylc Taqgart's reasoning, was denounced by Lowe (13) and by
McBeath (14) as an "indexical fallacy". Indeed, each pro-
posltion in which a first-order time predicate 1s attribu-
ted to an event is meani-ngful only with respect to a tnow'
(the indexical term) from which it can be said to be true
or fal-se. Accordingly, a proposition containing an n-th
o::der time predicate is meaningful only with respect to
the n points of reference from which each of the n consti-
tuent first order predicates can be said to be true or
false -

b) Relations and the 'actual now'
An important shift of the notion of time-predication

has been realized if a time predicate is no more a one-
place predicate of events but rather a two-place predicate
relating the two components of the couple: (Point of refer
erlce, event). Tt is easy to display this shift by rewrit-
ing Pe and Fe in the metasentences'Per and'Fe', as fo1-
lows: n*(u)[etn,uye)J and ,"(o) [u(Rq5;,e)1

Or: 'There exists a point of reference R(a) with res-
pect to which e is past', and 'there exists a'póint of re-
ference R¡n¡ with respect to which e is future'.

The Quotation marks in the first writing aimed at in-
di-cating the existence of a meta-levef from which the sim-
p1e tensed sentence is referred to, thus introducing impli
citly lntermediate points of reference. In the relational
writing, these poj-nts of reference are dir:ectIy displayed.
The only point to clarify concerns the nature of R¡ui and
R( b ). R¡u ¡ and R(b) are abstract entities called 'póints
oi refeiehce' and'thus they are not events by themselves.
But they may easily be defined as being simultaneous with
some reference events e u and e 6 ( for instance the utter-
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ance of the sentences 'e is past' and 'e is future'), in
such a way that 'e is past lvith respect to R 1 ¿.¡ ' is equi-
valent to 'e is earlier than e ' an<f 'e i-s futüie with res
pect with R(b)' is equivalent to 'e is fater than eg'.

A major difficulty arises it one tríes to express rn
a relational way the same sentences Pe and Fe, when they
are not part of any meta-sentence wherein both the sen-
tence and its fas+--order point of reference are referred
to.

A first way to solve the problem is to Ceny its very
existence. This denial was first formulated by J.J.C.Snlart
('15) through his token-reflexive analysis of simple tensed
sentences. For him, every tensed sentence bearing on an
event a reduces to a B-relation (simultanelty, earlier or
later) between the event e and the utterance of the sen-
tence. But, as we know, the simple fact that one speal<s of
the utter:ance of .a sentence involves a meta-sen+-ence in
which the sentence is referred to. This, alone, violaLes
our preliminary requirement. One could argue at this point
that the case of a tensed sentence which is not ernbedded
ln a meta-sentence is after all very artificiá.l, and that
aff practical uses of tensed sentences involve a meta-
statement of simultaneity. But this meta-statement must,
strangely, remain implicit: sayinq explicitiv that anevent
e is simultaneuous with 'this utterance' 1s not equivaJ-ent
at a1i to saying t.hat e 1s taking place lglg¡ nor is saying
explicitly that e is earlier or later than 'this utt-erance'
equivalent to saying that e is past or future (with res-
pect to now). For now shouid rather be deflned by pointing
at- the meta-sententl which is being uttered, ráther thaÁ
at the past sentence which this meta-sentence refers to.
But the new defj-nition in turn lmplies a meta-meta-sen-
tence, eLc. The relevant point to notlce here is that the
token-reffexive definition of 'now', however abl-e to en-
compass the practical a posteriori content of the word,
fails to grasp the singularity of the concept of an'ac-
tual now'. A novr which cannot be referred to without be-
coming part of the field of description of 'another' now
whlch then holds its role. The reason why this'actual now'
is so rarely considered is probably right the fact it can-
not even be made objective withor-rt evacuating from it mc¡st
of its original meaning. One can however find i-n Sartre
(16) a very striklng expression of the lack of any possi-
bility of objectivizing 'the actua] now' (called by him
'present') as opposed to a referred to 'now' (rvhich he
calls 'present instant'): '(...)the present is not. The
present instant emanates from a realistic and reifying con
ception of the for-ltself'.

A diametrically opposite approach to the difficulty
of finding a relatj"onal expression of tensed sentences
which are not part of any meta-sentence referring to thelr
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last-order point of reference, consists of aknowledging
that it cannot even be overcome. Some authors indeed hold
that there exist situations wherein ascription of tensed
predicates is irreducible to any relational account ( 1 7 ) .
This position is fully coherent in so far as it at feast
recognizes the nature of the difficulty. But on the other
hand it remains i-ncomplete. First of all, by maintaining a
distinction between two classes of tensed sentences ( those
which are reduci-ble and those which are irreducible to a
relational expression), it renounces to conceive an unifj-ed
view. Moreover, it evacuates the concept of the 'actual-
now', just as completely as the token-reffexive analysis
does.

A third way of dealing with the above-mentioned dif-
flculty r^ras suggested (but not further developed) by Mc
Taggart himself: 'If (...)anything is to be rightJ-y called
past present or future, it must be because it is in rela-
tion to something else. And this something else to which
it is in relation must be something outside the time-se-
ries' ( 1 8 ) . one can interpret this odd reference to 'some-
thing outside the time series' as follows: when tensed sen
tences such as Pe and Fe are not embedded ln some meta-sen
tence in which their last-order poJ-nt of reference is re*
ferred to, their relational content can but be expressed
by sayi-ng that e is past or future with respect with the
'actuaf now'. But, as a result of our discussion of the
token-reflexive analysis, we know that these tensed sen-
tences are not equivalent to an explicit statement accord-
i,ng to which e is simultaneous to, earlj-er than or later
than a given event belonginq to the time-series. If one
can speak of an'actual- now'with respect to which e is
said to be past or future, it does not belong to the time-
serles. Claiming further that it is outside the time-se-
ries appears to be a metaphorical exp.GEsion for its being
absent from ihe time-series. Such a metaphor could however
ne misleading if it suggests the existence of an 'outside'
where the 'actual now' can be located. The 'actual now'
has in fact no other property than being the abstracttthat with respect to which'an event is past or future,
when the ascription of pastness or futurity does not refer
to a point of reference belongi-ng to the tj-me-series. In a
relational denotation of tensed sentences which are not
part of any meta-sentence, it must then hold the pface of
a point of reference, without being specified as such. We
shal1 denote it by a blank, When Pe and Fe are not part of
a meta-sentence, we may thus rervrite them:
P( ,e) and F( ,e)

It is noteworthy that the previ-ous form taken by
tensed sentences provides us with an unlfied scheme for
the study of both Mc Taggart's B-series and A-series. fn-
deed, on the one hand, the relation P and F in P(R(u),e)
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and F(R(¡),e) are respectively lsomorphic with the B-rela-
tions 'barfier than' and '1ater than' in: 'e is earl,ier
than R1a)' and 'e is later than R(¡)', account being taken
of the fact that points of reference are defined by their
simul-taneity with some event of the time series. On the
other hand, we have mentioned the impossibility to refer
to an event which be simultaneous with the'actual now' in
the relations P( ,e) and F( ,e) of which it is a member.
This impossibility renders the latter relations isomorphic
to the one-place predicates P and F of the A-series.

The weakening in modern thought of the notion of an
A-series, and especially of its origin whi-ch is to be found
in the extra-temporal- entity we called the 'actual now',
coincldes with the historical Ioss of any possibility of
understanding the views many ancient authors held about
time. For instance, as Hintikka pointed out: '(... )Aristo-
tle saw no difficulty in combining the two assumption
which to a modern thinker are likely to seem incompatible'
víz the assumption that the truth vafue of a temporally
indefinite sentence changes with tlme, and the assumption
that the sentence may nevertheless express one and the
same content' (19). For these modern thinkers, indeed, the
content of a sentence referring to 'nowt depends on the
utterance with which tnow' is supposed to coincide. This
results from an exclusively external and objective account
of 'nowt. On the contrary, Aristotle retained the experi-
enced immutabl-e aspects of the'actual now'as one of the
meanings of 'norrt.

We must show at this point how the relational account
of the tensed terms Past and Future a]lows one to dea] eas
ily with the writing of any complex tensed sentence which
is not part of any meta-sentence, at least if astrict one-
one correspondance between the points of reference and the
events to which they are simultaneous is maintained. fn
the latter case, the two-place predicates P and F can re-
Iate a point of reference to another as wel-l as they do
fo¡ a couple (point of reference, event). A n-th leve] com
plex tensed sentence then takes the form:
a*rr,,i=1 r...,n-l ) lun(,R1n-1 ) )^ut-t (*(r,-t ),R(r,-2) )^...
^u'(R(2 

),R( t ¡ )^u'{n,., ,,"))
Where R11¡ are the points of reference, ^ stands for

the logical conjunction'and', and Ui is either F or P.
For instance, the second-leve1 sentence P'!-er writes:

3R(a) [P( ,R(.) ) "r{n,u,,e)}
If an n-th levef tensed sentence is part of a meta-

tensed sentence referrinq to its uftímate point of refer-
ence, the blank in the relation Un can be replaced by R(n).
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For instance, p'Fer in,p'Feil writes:
l*(.)*(ul [ptn(b),R(.) ) ^F(R,.,,e)]

While the complete sentence 'p'Fe,' writes:
lR1u)Rtul [t( ,R(b) ) ^p(R(u),R1u) ) ^r{n,r, ,.¡

A similar struct-ure ü/as buiit by Schtesinger (201,
who used the numerical concept of instant t. This struc-
ture a1l-owed the author to glve a formal account of A-
statements. For instance, 'e is at present' is considered
as equivalent to:^ 3t[(e _is at t) and (t is at present)]

Several differences between the conception preseríted
in this paper and Schfesinger's can however be seen:
(i) The explicitation of the missing 'actual now' by a
blank in the expressions just written is a centrai theme
in this work, whereas 1t is ignored by Schl-esinger. This
difference will prove crucial in the following.
(ii) The sentence Schlesinger used as an instance: 'e is
at present' is, according to the present analysis, partly
ambiguous. We would indeed careful.ly distinguish between
the simple 'e ís present': e or Ne or N( ,e), which is not
equivalent to Schl-esinger's expression, and the compound
'e is now present' or 'e is present at present' which
writes 'e' or N'Ne' or: lRtl I [N, ,*,,1 ) )^N(R(l ),e)]
which is equivalent to Schlesinger's formal account.
(i-ii) We don't consider that the insomorphism between time
and the set of real numbers shoufd have logical precedence
over tlre tensed expression of time. It was even demonstra-
ted by Príor (21 ) t_hat it 1s possible to derive the prop-
erties of the set of the real numbers (density and conti-
nuity for instance) frcm some conditions bearing on tenses.

To conclude this section \de must stress again the
main point whlch was raised in it, namely that the 'actual
now' is necessarity, by its own definition, absent from
any tensed sentence. But the way one deals with this ab-
sence is of uttermost importance for understanding the
role the absent entity plays in our account of time. I'le
have successively described three such ways.

The first one merely amounted to keeping silent the
existence of the 'actual now' which is the ultimate point
of reference of a tensed sentence. This attitude is not
incorrect by itself, and it is the most usual. However,
complet-e slfence opens the posslbility of an explicit de-
nial of any role for the 'actual now'.

The second one cons.isted 1n making extensive use of
quotation marks 1n complex tensed sentences, in order to
display the hierarchy which constitutes the framework on
which the said sentences are built. Tn this approach, the
'actual now' is assigned the domain of what is external to
the higher leve) quotation marks

The third one was the most. explicit since, in it,
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both the absence and the role of the'actual now'are ma-
nifested. This was done through a blank denoting the un-
speclfied higher-order point of reference to which an event
is relate<f in a tensed sentence.

The latter not.ation underlies a transformation of the
rnere absence of the 'actual now' whose intervention is ac-
cordingly occuft and uneasy to handle, into the positive
concept of a'missing now'which we expect to be a unify-
ing tool in the analysis of t.he most paradoxical- features
of time.
2 ) Incompatible predicates
a) When is now?

Let us examine the way the ascrlption of incompatible
predicates to one and t.he same event was introduced by Mc
Taggart as the first step of his regress: 'e is past and
present and futur' was taken as a consequence of 'e h.as
been future, is present, and w111 be past'. It is in this
sense that the ascription of three contradictory tensed
predicates is said to be a consequence of tchange', or
time flow. But the last guoted sentence.is to become, in a
further point of the reasoning, the second step of the re-
giress. Is then the fj-rst step of the infinite reqress only
a consequence of its second step, as Prior (221 showed it
is the case provided one takes literally Mc Taggart's for-
mulation? If this rúere the only way to get the crucial
first step of the regress, the whofe reasoning would be
undetermined at a very elementary level, since it would be
a mere petitio princjpii.

But the whole subtlety of this part of the argument
lies in the loose use of the mean.inq of tensed expressions
by l4c Taggart. I sha]1 argiue in the f oll-owing that 'wi11
be'and'has been'does not mean exactly the same thing
when tlrey are used by the author as an introduction to the
first step of the regress as when they ffi
sis of its second step.

At ttre very beqinning of the argument, Mc Taggart
states:

Ma: 'If M is past, it has been present and future. If
it is future, it will be present and past. If it is pre-
sent, it has been future and will be past. Thus, all the
three characterisr-ics belong to each event. | (n')

Here, the meaníng of the tensed forms 'has been' and
'will be'is taken for granted by the author. But when he
comes to his second step, this rneaning is made explicit,
through the use of the concept of 'rnoment' which corres-
porrds to what we have calfed (after Reichenbach) a 'point
of reference' .

Mb: 'Thus, our first statement about M --that it is
present, will be past and has been future-- means that M

is present at- a moment of present time, past at some mo-
ment of future time, and future at sone moment of past
time.' (241
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A straightforward interpretation of the latter quoted
sentence (Mb) allows us to write the conjunction of state-
ments about the event M j-n the following way:
MTz. l*tl)[*(,R1r))^N(R(1),MI and

rnlzt[F(,R12))^p(R(2),Mü and lR(3)[p(,R13))^F(R(:),Mil
The moments or points of reference which it is spoken

of being here representd Ot *(.,),R(Z) and R(3).
ln the first quoted sentence (Ma), however, the ab-

sence of any reference to tmoments' implicitly calls for a
sJ-ight (but decisive) difference of interpretatj-on of for-
ma1ly similar tensed expression. In so far as the polnts
of reference are not even mentioned, one is indeed autho-
rized to work out the sentences just as if these poi-nts
were bearing the same open status as the'actuaf now'it-
self. For i.nstance, the former expression would become:
Mr1 : lut , )^N( ,r'{[ and [et , )^b( ,v'í) and [p( , ¡^r1 ,n¡]

Those of the two-place predicates relating only to
blanks could then be removed for a purpose of economy of
thought, just by the same process the blank in an expres-
sion such as F( ,M) is usually removed, and F considered
economj-ca11y as a one-pIace predicate. But once this is
done, we are left with:
MT3: N( ,M) and P( ,M) and F(, M)
or even: NM and PM and FM, which is just the first step of
the infinite regress.

An argument could stlll be used to dismiss this analy
sis of Mc Taggart's thought. ft is the fact that the sen-
tence Mb aims openly at explaining the meani.ng of 'has
been' and'wi]l be' in Ma and thus that llTl should retro-
spectively become identical to MT2. But it appears that
this precision comes too late: once the loose meaning of
the tensed expression in Ma has opened the way to the as-
cription of incompatible tensed predicates to one and the
same event, namely to MT3, further tightening can but give
rise to the second step of the regress. The introciuctory
argument of Mc Taggart's reasoning thus arises from an im-
perceptible shift of the meaning of the tensed expression,
and in particular of the status of the points of reference
which constitute the network on which any compound tensed
sentence is built. The shift goes from an unspecified en-
tity to a set of specified 'moments', from the referringr
'notn¡'to the referred to'nows'. The introductory argument
of Mc Taggart could however have been stated in a much
more straightforward manner. It was indeed enough to say
that the 'actual- now' beinq 'outside' the tj_me series (the
series of events), its relation to an element of the time-
series is undetermined, and that it may, in particular, be
any tensed relation whatsoever (25). In other words, the
hidden seed of Mc Taggartrs regress is that there is no
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answer to the.question 'when is the actual now?' This ver-
sion of Mc Taggart's introductory argument does not use
any longer thenotion of tchange' or of 'time flow', but
merely relies on the impossibility of referring to the
'actual now'. The refation between such a negatj-ve proper-
ty of the'actual now'and the notion of'time fl-ow'is
to be examined thereafter.

An important issue to ralse at this point is the ques
tion as to whether the mentioned imprecisions in the impli
cit use of'now'are really specific to his indexicaf, and
t.hus to time. According to liac Beath, the same problem
exísts for other indexicals of which the most stril<ing
example is 'here'.

Let un consider the two followi-ng propositions (26):
01: 'London is nearby far away, but for away nearby'
Do1: 'London is nearby and far away'

As lonq as 'here' is completely unspecified, it may
appear that DO1 is a possible consequence of 01. But if,
as suggested by the author, C1 means:
01a: "London is nearby" is true (only) 1f said far away,
and "London is far away" is true if said nearby,',
one has gained an explicitation of the existence of two
'heres' from which the two conLradictory propositions of
DO1 can be asserted, and any confusion is avoided- Using
the refational notation we have introduced, trith Fa for
'Far away' and Ne for 'Nearby', L for London and H¡i1 for
the specified 'heres', and moreover dropping the eiplicit
mention of a truth-ascription j-n Oia, we can rewrite O'l ,
DOi, and O1a:
01 : fra( , )^Ne( ,L¡l and [Ne( , )^ra( ,L)]DOl: Ne( ,L) and ¡'a( ,L)
01 a:3H(l)[F.( ,H1.1 ,)"Ne{H(l),LD and

1H12¡ [ne ( ,H12, ) ^Fa(H(z 
),L)J

The parallel of 01, DO1 and 01a with expressions t4T1,
l'1T3 and MT2 respectively, is so strilcing that one might
considerer that the problem of t.ime is not as specificalty
untractable as it first appeared to be. This similarity is
however purely formal-. The blanks in expressions DO1 and
O1a, as wel-l- as the left-hand blanks in O1 occupy the
place of a'here'which 1s not specified but could be so
without losing the status of 'actual here'. Indeed, we can
Iocate what we caln the 'actual here' by specifying i_ts
coordinates, wi-thout moving at af1, and thus being still
enabled to ca.Lf it the 'actual here' when the location has
been carrled out. On the contrary, lf we locate the tempo-
raf position of the 'actual now' with respect to a given
origin, it can no more be the 'actual now'when this foca-
tíon has been carried out. It is also true that it is pos-
sible to make reference to events occurring here while
being here, but that it is not possible to make reference
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to any event occurring now without making, by the sole
fact of this reference, a distinction between the referred
'now'which is no more real-ly nov¿, and the referringtac-
tual now' (27 ) .

The latter way of expressing the difference between
here and now, however intui-tive, is quite loose because it
involves usual temporal and spatial expressions such as
'when' , 'coordinatest ' location' , past tenses etc. . . one
may nevertheless gather easify the previous observations
without making use of our usual picture of space and time,
by reducing them to a di-stinction of the grammatical prop-
erties of'here'and'no$rtin a certain type of self-re-
ferentia] sentence:
1: The'actual here'and its content can be specified here,
whereas the 'actual- nowt and i-ts content cannot be speci-
fied now.

A related thought was developed by Schrodinger, speak
ing of the 'eqo': tThe reason why our sentient, percipient
and thinki-ng ego is met nowhere within our scientific
world picture can easily be indlcated in seven words: be-
cause it is itself this world picture.r (28',. Such a re-
mark would hold in an even far rnore ri-gorous sense if it
were applied to'the actual now'rather than to the'ego'
or'f'. rndeed, the 'ego'has a very wlde fleld or defini-
tion in its usual acception. It includes my past history,
my body, etc... and these at least may be i-ncluded in cur
scientific picture of the world. The 'actual now' has no
such aspects and thus has defi-nitely no place in our pic-
ture of the world. For it 1s the referring'now'from
which everything is referred to. I shall come back later
to the rel-ationship between the 'actual now' and the con-
cept of a knowing subject.
b) Infinite reqress

Most simplified versions of Mc Taggart's reasoning
make use of compound tensed predicates in order to build
the infinite regress which this reasoning is based on (291.
The first step of the regress consists, as \¡¿e know, in as-
cribing the three incompatible predicates P,N,F to the
same event e:
R1: Pe and Ne and Fe.

But, to proceed, e is not now past, present and fu-
ture: it will be past (or FPe in terms of tensed predi-
cates), is now present (or NNe), and has been future (or
PFe). At which point one notices, for instance, that F is
not the only tensed predicate which can be ascribed to Pe.
In fact, the same three incompatible ascriptions as at the
first step can be made at this higher level. Thus,
R2: PPe and NPe and FPe
(but also PNe and NNe and FNe; PFe and NFe and FFe)

Here again, e is ascribed incotnpatible predicates,
the only difference being that, j-n the latter case, they
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are compound tensed predicates of the second order, while
in the previous one they were 3imp1e tensed predj-cates.
Therefore, dfly attempt at removing the contradj-ction from
R1 by notlcing that the three incompatibl-e tensed predi-
cates cannot be ascribed simultaneously to e, is bound to
reach a new contradiction through the ascription of incom-
patible tensed predi-cates of higher level of complexity to
the same event e.

The replacement by Lowe (30) and Mc Beath (31) of
'(...)the compounding of tenses in an object language with
a hierarchy of simpl-y tensed meta-languages' (32) did not
succeed in suppresslng any kind of infinite regress (33),
but it changed at feast, as we shalI see, the nature of
this regress. The key point of the new interpretation is,
as we notj-ced above, that ít must make use, more or less
explicitly, of points of reference wi-th which each level
of simple tensed ascrlption is related.

A version of, Mc Taggartts regress making use
concept of points of reference (and of that of
now') would develop thus:

The (missing) 'actual now' is related to an
through any of the three relations N, P or F:
N( ,e) and P( ,e) and F( ,e)

To remove the apparent contradiction, one notices
(for instance) that the relation N( ,e) holds from a point
of reference R¡1¡ which is present, P( ,e) from a point of
reference R12¡ which is future, and F( ,e) from a point of
reference R13¡ which is past:
1R(1 )[N(,R11 ¡)^|{{n,.,,,eü and ln,r,[r(,R12¡)^e{n,r,,e)]
and ?R(3) [P('R13¡ )^r'{n,r''e)J

In the Iatter expression (which is just MT2), each
of the explicit points of reference R(i) is related in a
particular way to the (mi-ssing) 'actuaf'nbw'. R12) for in-
stance is future with respect to it: F( ,R(2)). Stil1, due
to the temporal indetermlnacy of the 'actuál'now', we have
P( ,R12¡ and N( ,R12¡ ) as we1f. Thus, the contradiction
nas reappeared. However, it concerns no more the event e,
but only the points of reference which helped removing the
contradiction at its first leve1. It j_s certainly this
structure of the infinite regress Mc Taggart had orlginal-
ly in rnind when he stated: '(...)every moment, like every
event, is both past, present and future. And so a similar
difficulty arises. ' ( 34 )

As Iong as tenses were assimilated to one-place pre-
dicates, their repeated interventi_on only resulted in an
increase of the complexity of the incompatlble predlcates
which were ascribed to the same event. The intervention of
points of reference, replaclng the blind point represented
by the 'actual norv', allowed one to remove truly any con-

of thetactuaf

event e
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tradiction from what can be said of the event e, by trans-
ferring it to the points of reference. The latter contra-
diction bearing on a point of reference can in turn be re-
moved and transferred to another point of reference etc...
The infinite regress still exists, but one could argue at
this point that, as in Prior's interpretation (35), it is
not so vicious after all, since any well specified contra-
diction can be removed, even if it is at the expense of
generating a new entity (the point of reference) which is
bound to face the same difficulty as that it helped remov-
ing.

The previous analysi-s has at any rate provided us
with the tool we needed to answer the fundamental- question
generated by Mc Taggart's argument: Does the infinite re-
gress i-nvalidate the idea of time-florv which is supposed
to generate it? I sha11 argue in the following that far
from being invalidated by the infinite regress, the idea
of a time flow is but the metaphorical expression of this
infinite regress which in turn originates, as has already
been suggested, from the unique characteristics of the con
cept of the 'actual now' wi-th respect to self-reference.
This program involves an investigation of the relationship
between 'now' and the most general insLances of self-refe-
rential regress.
c) The self-reference of self-references

We have already noticed that the first step of the
infinite regress, namely the ascription of incompatible
tensed predicates to an event, can be seen as aconsequence
of the absence of the'actuaf. now' from the series of the
specified events. ft also appeared that the absolute impos
sibility of facing a certain class of self-referenti-al si-
tuation is an unique characteristÍc of the 'actual now'
and that it does not hold for its spatial equivalent: the
'actual here' .

I sha11 further stress the striking singularity of
the indexical 'nowt, by pointing out that precluding its
sel-f-reference j-s the way by which every other self-refe-
rential situation can be sorted out, hovrever unspecifical-
1y. A straightforward and guite general instance of the
previous claim is afforded by the Liar's paradox, whose
shortest version is contained i-n the sentence: 'This sen-
tence is false'. Such a sentence is generally unfolded as
follows: 'Suppose that this sentence is false. Then it is
true. But if it is true, then 1t is false, etc.,.'The po-
tential of contradiction enclosed by the liar's statement
may eventually be cornpletely abolished by adopting a spe-
ciflc version of self-reference forbidding such as the
theory of types. But it is essential to realize that this
potential of contradiction of the sel-f-referencj_ng sen-
tence it¡as neutralized at j,ts very origin by splitting it
into two 'successive' and ever repeated steps. Further
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analysis of this splitting enables one to unveil its struc
ture.

Let us sr,rppose that the meaning of the sentence 'This
sentence is fal-se' is accepted now as a result of simple
reading. Such a meaning however involves the ascription
of a truth-va1ue 'fa1se' which would be changed into 'true'
in a meta-reading. But the tactual now' and its content
(¿he sentence) cannot be referred to or specified no¡,¡.
Thus, the meta-reading of the sentence, and the meta-as-
crípti-on of the meta-truth-value 'true' to the sentence'
can but be performed if it is precisely not right now that
the simple reading (and acceptance) of the sentence is
performed. Therefore, an outline of the distinction be-
tween sentence and meta-sentence is already implicitly
operating in so far as there is an ultimate level of in-
dexical- (the 'actual nowt) whose self reference is preclud
ed.

A half-serious \,/ay of deliveri-ng the same message
consists in considering the guestion: rWhy is 1t that a
man who ignores Russell's theory of types does noL become
mad at the simple sight of the liar's sentence?' (36). Our
ans\¡rer amounted to say, developing a reflexion by the quo-
ted authors: 'This man does not become mad because he ma-
nipulates unconsciously a both non-specific and a1I perva-
sive class of theory of types. Since he has never read
Russell, he calls it "the flow of timet".

Another issue which reveals the deep entanglement be-
tween time and the qeneral problem of sel-f-reference,
bears on the valídity of mechanicaf models of mind. one of
the most popular arguments challenging this validity re-
l-ies on the differences of behaviour of minds and machines,
the latter being put in correspondance with formal systems,
towards self-referential. situations. It was presented by
Lucas in the following terms:

'We now construct a Gódelian formula (such as "this
formula is unprovabte in the system" ) in this formal sys-
tem. This formula cannot be proved-in-the-system. There-
fore, the machine cannot produce the corresponding formula
as being true. But \¡re can see that the Gódelian formula is
true: any rational- being could follow Góde1's argument and
convince himself that the Gi;delian formula, although un-
provable in the given-system, was nonetheless --in fact
for this very reason-- true.' {:7¡

What the mind is supposed to do in order to see that
the Gódelian sentence of the machine is true, is to formu-
Iate a meta-description of the relationship between the
machine and its Góde1ian sentence. But this can be done by
a second-order machine as we1l. Lucas demonstrated however
that introducing hlgher-order machines does not help sofv-
ing the difficulty in a purely mechanistical- wdy, since
this only leads to an infinite regress (the second orde;:
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machine has its own Gódelian formula referring to its for-
mal system, etc... ). Why i-s it then that the mind is not
confronted with the same difficulty as any higher order
machine? Lucas' anst¿er is at first sight very awkward: 'we
are trying to produce a model of mind which is mechanical
--which is essentially 'dead'. But the mind, being in fact
'alive' can always go one better than any formal, ossífied,
dead system can.r The crude idea of ascribing the alleged
superiority of 'mind' over 'machines ' to the fact 'mind'
is a Iivj-ng system is utterly unconvincing, in so far as
our present scientific knowledge leaves less and less roont
for the possibility that a living system as such be not as
ful1y specifiable as a mechanical system. Some aspects of
the concept of a !living mindr remain however worth consi-
dering. These aspects have been brought about by códel in
his own argument against a mechanical model of mind:r(... )mind, in its use, is not static, but constantly
developing.' (38). A temporal characteristic (development)
is here taken as the basic distincti-ve property of mind
when confronted with machines, 1t is then important to
examine the link between time and truth value ascription
being the crux of the major argument against mental mecha-
nism.

The centraf point of Gódel's and Lucas' reasoning is
that for every specified machine, it is possibfe to formu-
Iate its Cóaetiáñ sentence. Let us then suppose that the
meta-descrj-ption of the rel-ationship between the higher-
order, n-th level, specified machine and its G6delian sen-
tence is performed just now. Since the'actual now' and its
content cannot be specified now, any specification of the
(n+l )-th order formaf system (or machine) Ín which (or be
means of which) the meta-description is performed is im-
posslble now. But it is only if this (n+1 )-th order formal
system or machine is specified that its own Gódelian for-
mula can be defined and give rise to one more step of the
regress. Besides the ordinary state wherein the (n+1 )-th
order system is specified and its completeness is threat-
ened by its Gódelian formula, one musl therefore consider
the more seldom sj-tuation in which this (n+1 )-th order
system whj-ch performs the meta-description of the n-th or-
der system is not specified, and its Códelian formula can-
not even be defined. Thls situation has nothing to do with
the nature of the material structure which embodies the
unspecifj-ed (n+1 )-th order system (39).

Whereas it is easy Lo make a clear-cut distinction
between the structures of the specified machines of forrnal
systems which are part of the regress, there is obviously
no criterion to distínguish between one unspeclfied formaf
system and another. It is then natural to treat them as a
single entity. The said entity shares most of its (purely
negative ) characteristics with the 'mind' of Códe1' s and
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Lucas' antimechanistic views. In particular'it' is just
as capable of making the truth-value ascription of the G6-
delian sentence of an n-th order specified machine as an
(n+'l )-th order specified machine 1s. And 'it' can be said
'constantly developing' because whatever level of incom-
pleteness of a specified formal system, there exists an
unspecifi-ed formal system from which the meta-description
of the specified system may be carried out.

The slmilarities between thls notion of the mind and
the 'actual now' becomes striklng at this stage: both are
the missing end of a self-referential regress, at any le-
vel of it. In Mc Taggart's regress, the actual now is the
missing end of a series of points of reference that are
specifications of the 'moment' at which a given tensed re-
lation holds. In Lucas' regress, the mind is the missing
end of a series of machines that give meta-descriptions of
the machine just below them, together with its c6delian
sentence. An even more fundamental similarity is their
belng both, by construction, unspecifiable.

our analysis of G6deI's remark about the'developing
mind' has not only revealed the mentioned similarities,
but also the fact that they are not superficial. In fact,
the limiting concept of mind has been derived from that
of the 'actual now'.

The identification of some of the deepest aspects of
the mind to'now' is by no means new in the history of hu-
man thought, It is for instance revealed very clearly in
the widespread use of the epistemological couple (Knowing
subject, Known object), since the subject is associated
with a present tense of the verb'to know', whereas the
object is associated with a past tense of the same verb.
This identification is even likely to be the main underly-
ing presupposition of some American indian languages. B.L.
Whorf's (40) analysis of the Hopi language has for instance
revealed that the fundamental distinction on whích it is
based 1s between what '(... )we may call manifest and mani-
festing, or again objective and subjective.' The subjec-
tive or manifesting includes our 'future'and'(...)an as-
pect of existence which we include in our present tj-me.
It is what is beginning to emerge into manifestation'. This
correspond very closé1y to what we called the 'actual- now'
as opposed to the accomplished or referred present which
the Hopi language includes, with the past, in the field of
the manifest or objective.

The notion of mind which we arrive at may be consid-
ered as too restrictive. Indeed, the meaning of the word
'mind' generally includes the knowledge of a personal his-
tory, of a personal identity and of personal feelings, as
well as univocal association with a material substrate
(human body, for instance), and its behaviour. But the
latter aspects of the usual- concept of mind belong to the
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field of the known rather than to that of the knowing.
Personal- identity is the posslble object of psychological
science, whereas the (human) body may be the object of
physlological (and especially neurophysiological") sciences.
Personal feelings, however part of the known, are a parti-
cular case since they are only known by a single indivi-
dua1. This usually gives rise to the idea of a private ex-
perience. At any rate, the mixture of. features which'ge-
nuinely belong to the knowinq subject with those which ra-
ther belong to known objects, in our idea of mind, is li-
kely to be the main source of the difficufties discussed
under the heading of 'mind*body problem'. Conversely, re-
placing the border between mind and body by a border be-
tween knowing (mind in the restricted sense) and known
(world) may yield a renewed appraísal of the whole problem.
It may also afford a clear understandlng of what mystical
thinkers mean when they speak of the impersonalj-ty and
timelessness of mind ( 41 ) .

It remaíns to be shown that the previous reasonings
have opened the possibility of accounting for what is usu-
ally ca1led 'change' or 'time flow' without any risk of
circulari-ty.

Mc Taggart gave very stronq arguments against the be-
lief accordlng to which time may retain some of 1ts origi-
nal- meaning without involving 'change'. Change was shovrn
in turn by the same author to be irreducible to any aspect
of event ordering, i.e. to the B-series. These arguments
l-ed to the image of an A-series sliding along the B-series,
thus raising a classical- difficulty: If sliding i-s taking
place, one could try to know the velocity at which this
sliding occurs. But thls velocity (an amount of time per
unit time) can only be deflned by appealing to a super-
time (42).

In short:
i) Time requires 'change' or 'ffow'
ii) 'Change' is not reducibte to static ordering
iii ) Any attempt at explicitinq the k L"et".l!_q óomponents

of the meaning of the word 'change' leads to the paraclox
of supertime.

A third conception could stil-l retain the logicalconsistency of the static one without J_osing the irreduc_ible specificity of the experience of change. We shafl caILthis, after Sartre (43), the 'ek-static' view of time. Itrelies on a simple fact, which v¡e expressed by saying that
knowledge requires duplication between the knówing and theknown. We have already noticed the high significance ofthe use of tensed words when the fundamental poles whichorganize knowledge are referred to. It could therefore
seem that using the same tensed words as a basis for anaccount of time brings back the threat of circularity andthat moreover, the introduction of a second entity besides
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the known is a crypto-dualist move. But one must realize
that the couple knowing-known is actually nothing more
than a translation lnto a popular tensed language of the
limitation of knowledge: Anything can be known, but not
everything. The knovring is then but the tensed expression
of an absence ln the field of the known, rather than a se-
cond entity besides the known. It may be replaced by the
same blank as that by whlch we displayed the absence of
the 'actuaf nowr in the time series.

The basic incompleteness of knowl-edge is thus our de-
parture point. The fact that this incompleteness is usual-
iy expressed by tensed words being a strong indication of
the existence of a close relationship between ít and the
central issues of the problem of time, we must now look
for a more precise assessment of the said relationship.

The prlnciple of the incompleteness of knowledge spe-
cifies that there must be a boundary between the known and
what is not known, but is says nothing about the position
of this boundary. The latter is thus a priori arbitrary.
Whichever choice is made for this position, it may then be
noticed:
(i) That whi-thin the field of the known, there are other
possible positions of this boundary, such that they encom-
pass subsets of the content of this field ( let us cali
them the 'inner boundaries' ) .
(ii) That nothing prevents the field of the known from
beÍng more extended than the one this choice implies.

The first noticing gives rise to the idea of 'succes-
síon'while the second one is the basis of the experienced
instabj-fity of the present.

To develop the previous remarks in a more formal way,
we can write the basic relation K- which constitutes know-
ledge: K"( ,SO) where SU is the " set of the known events
(what we called'the field of the known'), while the blank
stands for the 'knowinq-unknownr.

Condition (i) then writes:
For any set SU, there exists a set of m events rO be-

to SO such that the rel-ation KG also holds between the two
following sets: SO={ ,r¡1 ,... ,rkm} and SO_.,, =

tk-{.k., ,...,rkm}. or, in formal notations:
PG: vso,3ro, r... rro*eskIKG( ,sk)^KG(sp,sk_1 )l

The same being true of Sk_1, Sk_2, etc..., further
steps of the hierarchy might be written. A restrictiorr K
of the relation Kc to single events instead of the speci-
fied sets Sk, Sk_1, Sk_2, Sp... (for instance substituting
a single event rkesk/-rSn taken as point of reference, to
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both SO in the first Ka and SO in the second one, and sub-
stituting an event "k_1tSk_1 to Sk_1 itself) could yield
complete isomorphism with the tensed P-relation.

For example, P( ,"k_1 ) corresponds to the res-
triction K( ,.k_1 ) of K"( ,Sk_1 ), and

1ro[et ,rO)^P(rn,eO-., )l corresponds to the restriction
3ro[xt ,rk)^K(rk,"k_i D of the expression PG.

Condition (ii) is more subtle. A straightforward
interpretation of 1t is as follows: Saying that the field
of the known could be more extended than Sk means that a
relation Kc holds between the knowing-unknown and a set
Stf={ ,Sk} including both SU and some part of the knowing

unknown:

Kc( ,Suk)=Kc( ,{ ,Sk})
Now, the establishing of a relation K" with a partly

-uunknown set S"O_r.r={ ,Sk_n}, such that Sn_r., is included in-
to SOr can in turn be an event of the set.SO (in ordinary
terms, one can remember of having thought, at a stage when
the fleld of the known was So_r.,, that this field could be

more extended than SO_r.,. This thought is part of the set
of events SU).

Comparison of the relation: K"( ,{ ,Sk_r,} ) and of the
relation K"( rSO) leads to identify part of what is denot-
ed by the blank in { ,Sk_.ri with (Sk-Sk_n). Coming back

again to ordinary terms, the latter sentence means the
following: comparing the past thought that the field of
knowledge could be more extended than Sk_., to the fact
that this field j-s actually the set SO which contains
SO_rrr leads to believe that this thought was justlfied.
The fleld of the known was indeed extended from SO_r, to SO

The relation K"( ,Sok) is therefore to be taken as a pre-
diction that the extension of the field of the known will
increase.

It 1s also possiblq, to specify the content of the un-
known part of the set S',-, at l-east by analogical projec-
tion of the events of ^ Suk.Suk then writes for instance:

"u 
_¡ ^U1 oüfl- k-.- k,...,- k,sk] instead of { ,Ski
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The

obvious 1y

while K(

ui,relation K( ,"t'k) written by analogy with K(.,ek)
corresponds to the tensed F-relation: F( ,"ttO),
,"k) itself corresponds' as has been seen above,

to a P-relation (44).
The v¡hole A-series is generated thus.
My preferred metaphorical expression of the role of

the a1l-pervasive absence of the actual noh/ and of its
self-referential characteristics in giving rise to what we

call'time', was provided by Sartre, in some pages of his
;b"ing and nothingness'. concerning the absence of'now',
r have already nóticed his very ltrong statement: 'the
present is not-' , but I must also add his central concept
Lf '.rihil.tion', of which the present is only a particular
instance. As for the refations between time and attempts
at self-referentiaf description, how could it be more vi-
vidly addressed than in such sentences as: ' ( . . . ) temporal-
ity can only indicate the mode of being of a being which
is itself outside itsetf I ( 45 ) .

Another metaphor, even closer .to the formal account
just given, would-consist in a comparison between time and
Éfre vártigo which is felt in front of the unavoidable pres
ence of t-he unknown. The image of vertigo (whlch was also
used by Sartre, but in his metaphysical study of freedom)
tries io suggest the feeling of a motion in a motionless
state, g"tt.iátud by the simple possibility of falling in
thé adjacent void.

Conclusive remark:
Titne f low, j-n the present account, has no purely ob-

jectlve foundation, in Áo far a-s it is not based exclusi-
íely on some characteristic of the knorvn' This however
doel not imply that ít is 'subjective' j-n the restricted
sense of itÁ áepending on the particular feelinqs of par-
ticufar beings' or even on general features of the human

species. It ón1y arises from what is both the most irreduc
iLte constraint of knowledge and the consequence of the
mere possibility for it to exist: Its incompleteness' Nei-
ther óbjective' nor subjective, time flow can thus be saiC
iepisteíricr (4'G) since it arises from an universal condi-
tión for something to be known. Such a conception is clear
ly Kantian in its spj-rit, but it considers time as even
*ár" fundamental an enr*ity than Kant would have it' For'
here, time is not only the. intuition a priorl which '( " ' )

rendárs comprehensibla the possibility of change' (47 ) nor
is it the ''(...)reaI form of our internal- intuition (48)'
It rather arises from a characteristic which is logically
piio. to the spliting of the knoln into'moving'and'mo-
tionless' or into an 'internal' and an 'external' field'
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RESI'MEN

La mayoría de las versiones simplificadas del argumento de Mc-
Taggart acerca de 1a "irrealidad de1 tiempo" entrañan el supuesto de
que los tiempos ( fenses) son predicados monádicos (pasado, presente y
futuro) atribuídos a un suceso. En este trabajo se examina minuciosa-
mente la posibilidad de considerarlos como relaciones. La dificultad
principal para hacer tal cosa reside en el hecho de que una relación
es un predicado diádico, mientras que el suceso ocupa sólo uno de sus
lugares, Pero esta dificultad arroja nueva luz. sobre el problema del
tiempo. El segundo lugar (vacante) en la relaci.ón pone de manifiesto'
de hecho, el concepto de una entidad que juega un papel en los tiem-
pos ( tenses) y a 1a que no se puede hacer referencia: e1 t'ahora

ausentet', Mediante 1a utilización de este concepto, se pueden exhibir
los sutiles desplazanientos del razonamiento subyacentes a algunos
pasos cruciales del argumento de McTaggart. Por otra parte, las
características únicas de1 ttahora ausentett, confrontadas con situa-
ciones autorreferenciales. nos permiten sugerir una forma de ir más

allá de la oposición tradicional entre las concepciones "cinemática"
y "estática" de1 tiempo.




